Welcome to BCG’s Public Interactive Contract Expiration mapping tool! General instructions and tips for navigating the map are included below.

GENERAL
There are some general functions to be aware of when exploring this mapping tool:
- Zoom: + and – buttons in the upper left-hand corner allow you to zoom in and out (scrolling mouse can also be used to Zoom within map)
- Home: house button in the upper left-hand corner will take you to the extent of the data and re-center the map
- Grab: allows you to pan around the map by clicking and holding down your mouse, and then dragging the map window to the desired location

INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS
Find individual contract information by selecting any individual dot in the map. A pop-up will appear with information on the International Union, Year of Expiration, Industry, County, and State associated with each individual contract. More than one contract will often appear for each city/location, so to sift through all contract per city, click the arrow on the top right of the pop-up window.
**LEGEND**

This application spatially displays the contracts in the location of the local union, and each individual point represents a single contract loaded into our database. The contracts are colored by the expiration year, and this scale can be viewed in the ‘Legend’ on the right-hand side of the screen. The “Contract by Expiration Year, City” layer includes all contracts with Local and city information, whereas the “Contract by Expiration Year, Statewide” layer has all statewide contracts.
FILTER
Want to view the contracts by year? Head over to the ‘Filter by Year, City’ or ‘Filter by Year, Statewide’ tabs in the right text box, and click the buttons along the right side to turn each year’s contract on and off. You can also turn on/off several years at once, and any filters set will continue applying in every other filter until turned off.
**STATE V. CITY LAYERS**

Want to display statewide contracts by themselves, or just want to check out the city layer? Go to the “Layer List” tab in the upper right-hand corner and turn the individual layers on and off to view either the city or statewide layers at any time. The statewide layer will display contracts in the geographic center of each state, whereas the city layer will display the contract in the exact city the affected Local Union is located in. Again, any filters set will continue applying in every other filter until turned off.

**BCG INFO**

Want to learn more about BCG or submit contract information? Click on either “Learn more about Bargaining for the Common Good” or the BCG logo in the upper right-hand corner of the screen to be taken to the BCG website!